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ISAAC BEEMER
Jeff

Once

I

Gordon Peeples

had a friend. But we went to different colleges
and I knew nothing would be the same.

after high school,

Now I am

alone; a dissected "we."

Beemer closed his brown spiral-ring journal and placed the cap on
up marker. He ran his hand through his curly black hair and across

Isaac
the felt

his slender,

unshaven face in an attempt at motivation. His morning freeif he didn't hurry, he would not be in his first period

time had passed, and

classroom ten minutes early.

"Always be punctual,
straightened his

tie,

as if the

Isaac," his

mother had told him when she
fare were less expensive for

Greyhound bus

immaculate dressers. "And try to find a decent synagogue," she tried to
whisper above the shouts of the boarding passengers. His Catholic father had
heard her anyway, but had merely winked at Isaac, shrugged his shoulders,
and said, "A mother's advice is not to be tampered with." Once at school,
Isaac, the freshman, had conveniently forgotten the last half of the counsel,
but religiously held to the former.

For

this reason,

he shut

his journal

even though he wanted

to continue

"You will write?" Michael, the object of his current passage, had
asked him with a handshake at the graduation ceremonies.
writing.

"Youll get a

letter

from

me

every week.

"I'm not talkin' about letters, man.

I

I

promise."

mean

write.

You know,

like a

keep up with it You've got it, man."
That was another piece of advice, and in the early morning hours before

writer writes.

first

You've got

to

period class he fought to uphold

it,

for Michael's sake

more than

anything else.

Usually Isaac rode the bus to school, but as he put on his pleated gray
tweed pants and white oxford shirt, the bicycle which now served as a hat and
clothes rack in the living room demanded, in what seemed to be Michael's
voice, an exposure to the October air.
As he rode from his small, rainwashed duplex apartment to the campus, he thought of his parents and of
Michael and of everything he had left behind to attend the cheapest college in

the state. He glanced back only once as if Michael were behind him, racing.
He pedaled harder and harder, burying his face in the pages of the wind. He

twinges of pain

felt slight

down

shoulder blades, but he pedaled

his skinny thighs

still

and between

harder, hoping to be the

first

his jutting

student in

one to define his territory.
When Isaac turned from the hallway into Room 213 of Connor Hall, he
The tall,
felt terribly awkward; he was not the first student in the room.
slender girl with porcelain skin and hair like hay bundled in a braid behind her
head had already staked her claim, marking her boundaries with her large
straw pocket book and gingham book bag. Her paisley skirt, spread over the
entire width of the seat, completely hid her legs, only exposing her tiny

the classroom, the

first

brown sandals, the most slender, the whitest feet, like those of
was forbidden to touch in his grandmother's china closet. Isaac

ankles and, in
the doll he

down

very back chair on the

left side

of the room, ran his fingers

over his dark black curls, and stared for what he

knew must have been two or

sat

in the

three days.

She did not look up, but continued

to read her

pages and pages of

In a mousy
saw Dr. Gillawater earlier, she should be in any minute."
The girl, this pale sliver of life, had been in class before,

yellow notepaper through her round-frame, gold-wire glasses.
voice she said,

"I

Isaac only stared.

but he had never been alone with her.

She murdered her
heaved a portfolio onto the desktop, and

Dr. Gillawater arrived ten minutes late that day.
cigarette in the ashtray at the door,
laid her notes

gloomy

on the

lectern.

Isaac thought

how much

she looked like a

paunchy body and white, boyish haircut with
straight bangs. After a few minutes of deliberation she began the psychology
class. The session covered the young adult stage of life, and Dr. Gillawater
spoke as if the spirit of the stage had fallen back into the cob webbed crannies
of her psyche. Her face contorted itself periodically to accomodate her false
elf with her short,

teeth.

Isaac didn't listen for long. He began scribbling on
dreaming of home and feeling cold. Occasionally, he looked
the white feet.

continued to

his notepaper,

at the girl with

She seemed about as interested in the class as he was, but
notes on the yellow paper. Once she glanced his way, and
if she had looked a moment longer, he would have seen her

make

he thought that
smile.

Not

until

he cleared his books off the desk did he see

it

on the wooden

desktop, etched between obscenities and memoirs of forgotten lovers:

"ARE

He
class.

YOU LONELY?"

looked for Dr. Gillawater's eyes of authority. She had already

He

took his pen and carefully wrote beneath the question:
"YES, I

10

AM."

left

the

Isaacs schedule

endowed him with two periods of

psychology class and

between

his

time was

the longest of the day.

"profitable study time"

his next class, history.

He rarely

This period of

used the time to study; he studied

during the long night hours that seemed to smother him in darkness.
Sometimes he occupied his free periods writing. Usually he spent the time
in restless

limbo, ambling around campus, waiting for class.

Today he found

himself in the library.

For Isaac, the library was a fascinating place. With its plush easy chairs
and rich variety of magazines, videos, and microfilm, the building was a
frequent refuge for him, a time-killer's fantasy. He walked past the plexiglass
sound-proof rooms to the book stacks.
The girl in Psychology class was named Reba - Reba Hartley. He
discovered that by investigating a yearbook from the year before. He stared at
the picture for a while before returning the

He went

book

to its shelf.

Michael but found nothing he
wanted or could afford. The only customer in the store, he felt awkward
walking out without making a purchase. He picked up a long, pink eraser
and set it on the counter in front of the lady with a bleached-blonde beehive.
"That'll

to the bookstore to find a card for

The

be forty cents, honey."

coins danced across the counter.

"What's your name, darlin'?" she asked between smacks of

gum and

register

rings.

"Pardon?" Isaac blushed.
"I said, 'what's

"Isaac.

your name?'

I

haven't seen you around here before."

I'm a freshman."

"Isaac. Cute name." She ran her eyes down the length of his lean body
and back up again. "Jewish?"

The

bag

between his fingers.
She winked. "Come back and see us."
She patted her hair and snapped her gum. Once outside the door, Isaac threw
the bag away and crammed the eraser into his pocket
Isaac wandered Connor Hall down vacant corridors, absorbing bits and
pieces of lectures. He read the announcements on the bulletin board; he
straightened his hair in the reflection of a display cabinet; he walked to one
end of the hall and sipped water from the water cooler. A half hour later he
left Connor Hall and went to the cafeteria.
Isaac stumbled through the back entrance and examined the crowd Often
he would come here and watch, hoping to find characters he could write about
someday. No heads turned when Isaac entered the room, and no heads turned
as he walked between the tables of the music majors ("Are you sure about
that?
I thought it was T-a la lala la la dee...'"), the English majors ("Of
course Mending Wall' shows a repression of homosexual tendencies..."
"That's the most ridi-" "It's all Oedipal..."), and the education students ("The
discipline stuff they teach you never works when you get into student
teaching..." "I know; Piaget never taught a class...."). All of the tables were
closed in chattering circles except one in the far front of the building. It was
"Half."

"Take

it

plastic

felt

slippery

easy, Isaac Freshman."
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empty.

He

continued to meander through the crowd of handsome hunks and

their beautiful leeches as

he approached the

table.

He was almost there when Reba entered from another direction and settled
down at the table with her straw pocket book and gingham book bag. Isaac
backed away. He turned in search of another table, but only one other wasn't
filled

-

the table

where Dr. Gillawater

sat staring out the

window, drinking

her soup, her teeth on a napkin by her bowl. She seemed as morbid

she had in

period. Isaac

first

went back

to the library

now

as

and re-read his history

assignment in a sealed sound-proof room.

He

He

didn't write the next morning.

write?"
write?"

Michael.

He could
He pulled
I

feel Michael's

lay in bed, thinking.

words scratching

the sheet over his head.

"You

don't have anything to write about.

don't have a soul to talk

to.

I

wake up

in the

at his

chest

will write?"

I

"You
"You

will
will

can't write,

I'm not doing anything;

I

morning, come to school, go

the paint peel. I can't even find a job. What am I supposed
be writing about? Romance? Lots of chances for that: a woman in the
bookstore winked at me yesterday. I'm just like you; girls just fall at my
feet There are no new people in my life since I left home. Except
Reba was the first student in psychology the next morning, although Dr.

home and watch
to

—

He took his seat in the back
She polished her glasses and organized her notes.
He was opening his text for class when he saw it - a continuation of

Gillawater's portfolio occupied the first seat.

and watched

her.

yesterday's conversation.

"ARE YOU LONELY?"
"YES, I

Then

AM."

the following:

"I

KNOW THE FEEUNG. IVE WATCHED

YOU."

Isaac added:

"THE

The following

WHOLE WORLD'S LONELY."

day, he checked his desktop and found another message:

"WANTED: ONE FRIEND."

He

put his pen

on the desktop

tip

to

add something

the

to

string

of

correspondences, but he couldn't think of anything to write.
"Loneliness."

"Today we
life."

The word from the lecture knocked his head upward.
this phenomenon of the young adult stage of

be discussing

will

Dr. Gillawater's steadfast expression of disinterest remained, but for the

time during the quarter she

first

left the lectern

while speaking. "Recendy,

I

flew alone to a convention on various aspects and contemporary issues in

psychology.

was amazed by

I

According

America.

confronted with loneliness

psychologists,

the

population

the eighteen to twenty-five age range.

is

your opinions on

like to hear

the alarming statistics on loneliness in

leading

to

I

most
would

this."

Isaac wasn't sure if she really wanted their opinions or if her dentures

were slipping and silence was her only choice. No one in the class breathed.
A boy with a ruddy complexion and thick arms was the first to speak. "I can
I mean, sometimes you just feel by
see where they're coming from.
yourself." He paused and shook his head. "I mean, like sometimes I come
to school, go to work, go home, go to school. It's a cycle I go through. I
don't have a lot of time to make friends. You know what I mean?"
"That is the biggest joke I've ever heard," laughed a girl with a blond
ponytail. "The only reason these people..."

"What people?" Gillawater interrupted
is

"These people that say they're so lonely. The only reason they're lonely
never do anything. If they'd get out and do something - get

that they

involved with a club or something
"Isn't

it

--

they wouldn't be so lonely."

possible to be lonely even

looked at Reba, the student

if

who was always

you belong

to a group?"

first in class,

Isaac

as she spoke. She

took her gold-wire glasses from her eyes and placed them on her desktop.
"I've been lonely in a crowd.
The real reason people are so lonely isn't
because they're not involved in stupid programs. The reason is that there are

so few caring people around.

compassion, a
wasn't

same

little

love, a

mousy anymore,

little

And

those of us

caring for the

who do have

human

spirit,"

a

little

her voice

"are too scared to reach out to other people in the

situation."

Isaac ran his

bony

fingers over the chain of

words etched

in his

desk top

and smiled.

As soon

as class

followed Reba. In the

was

over, Isaac left his books under his desk and

hall, Isaac tried to

speak.

He succeeded

in

making a

very loud "urn" which turned not only Reba's head but the heads of two other
girls

and a basketball player.

close to her

-

Isaac approached Reba; he stood remarkably

so close he could see the small wrinkles in the corners of her

eyes, just behind the gold rims.
"I liked

what you said today."

"Thanks."

Her voice was mousy

people cut other people

They both stood

down

that

again.

way.

I

"It just

know what

makes me mad
it's

there a minute; then he looked

to

hear

like to

be alone."

down

at his

penny
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"Well,

loafers.

"Thanks.

come

just

wanted

to

tell

you

that

I

really

was behind you

sure he

saw her

smile.

"I've seen

"Yen.

It's

a place

his shirt

I

frequent occasionally."

and thought of

"Well, 111 see you tomorrow."

"I'll

in the cafeteria

He

played with a ravel that

his stupidity.

Reba walked away.
left.
"Would you

"Listen," he said hoarsely as she
I

you

started to speak, but..."

I

hung from

today?

today."

not as simple as everybody thinks; good friends are hard to

He was

by."

before.

I

It's

mean with me. Tm

see

you

then."

She

conclusions?

He

fist

and laughed out loud as soon as Reba was
Was he jumping to

he had found someone.
Well, at least he had someone with
Finally

have lunch

definitely smiled.

Isaac hit the air with his

out of sight

like to

usually in the cafeteria around noon."

whom

he could share

he was swelling inside, as if he would emerge from his
skin as if it were a cocoon at any minute.
He went back into the room to get his books. He was embarrassed to go
lunch.

back

felt like

in at first,

14

No one was there except Dr.
on a desktop.

but no one was there.

Gillawater, sitting in the corner, writing

RIVERS RUN
Rivers run on beaches too.

People

drift

along the shore

seeking answers in the sand,
finding shells instead

Lovers wander by, bodies close together,
touching tightly in the evening air.

Someone

stands looking long toward Europe,

waves tugging incessantly

A family follows its

at his toes.

smallest

member,

who gallops ahead, then back, then forward
An old black dog bounds beside her,
a child

again.

too.

Generations pass in silence,

windswept wonder in their walk.
The same waves return.
Rivers run on beaches too.

David Kelley
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SAME SAME
-

Rebekah Cheh

"Re-be-kah," Mamma yells from the kitchen downstairs. Her voice
rumbles through the house. "What now?" I think to myself. When she calls
me Rebekah, something is wrong. I've already fed the cats and dogs, washed
the dishes and taken the trash out What more is there? I bet you she wants

me
he

to fix Junnie

tell
tell

Good
he

Mamma

a glass of

lea.

Well,

I

won't do it

He

thinks just because

HI turn into his slave. Well, he's wrong! Ill
him again, there is nothing wrong with his legs, so he can use them. I
you, that brother of mine it so lazy he can put a Persian cat to shame.

tells

looking he

he's thirsty,

may

be, but

no one could be as good looking as he thinks

is.

"Ma'am?"

I

say.

"Come down

stairs

wouldn't fix him a glass of

"Yes Ma'am.

He

now!"

Mamma says.

"Your brother tells me you
She towers over me.
the king of the castle, and I'm his

Is this true?"

tea.

thinks he

is

servant"

"Stop that sassing, and

fix

your brother a glass of

tea,"

Mamma says

with a stern voice.

"Yes Ma'am." There was nothing
do what she told me.
Bet you're wondering how

my

else to

do but say "yes Ma'am" and

my brother got a name
name

like Junnie. Well,

what everybody called
him. Too goofy sounding, don't you think? One night last fall, we were all
together watching Andy Griffith, when Guber, one of the characters, was
imitating Cary Grant saying "Judy, Judy, Judy." I changes Judy to Junnie,
and it caught on like Sunday afternoon football. Junnie even liked the
it's all

fault.

I

didn't like the

Junior, that's

nickname.
"If

you don't quit thumping

this tea instead

of drinking

it," I

me on

the head, you're

gonna be wearing

swear to Junnie.

Ralph, a close friend of my brother's, has to get in his two cents'
worth and says, "Spunky little sister you have there, Speedball." Speedball
He likes this
is another nickname of Junnie's, one his friends gave him.
nickname, too.
"Can't wait till you and Ralph leave. What's taking ya'U so long?" I
"If

16

you

didn't

have so many mirrors,

we would have been gone by

Ralph says with a smirky

now,"

grin, looking right at Junnie.

Tom

even

got a laugh out of that.

Tom, who had sauntered
is

my

into the kitchen while

I

was pouring the

tea,

other brother, a year younger than Junnie and eight years older to the

day than

I.

Tom once told his friends that I was the worst birthday present he
remember my tenth birthday Mamma threw Tom and me a party

ever got.

I

together.

He had

about the party:

bleached blonde for a date;

this

her white hair next to

that's all

my Mamma's

can remember

I

black hair.

jet

I

wonder if that had anything to do with what Daddy said to Tom that night
last week when they were arguing. Daddy said, "If I say the sky is blue, you
would say it's black, and if I say I feel partial to the ocean, you would say
you

like the desert."

Tom

is

He

an alright person.

Here we have the perfect family

just likes to argue.

Mamma

sitting at the kitchen table

next to the

in her smock and
Daddy a cup of coffee;
full-length window reading the

and watching the

six o'clock

news simultaneously;

picture:

bare feet hovering over the stove making her and

Daddy

Evening Press

ball form, flying across the kitchen,

aimed

at the

socks, in

wicker basket on top of the

and tossed by none other than the three musketeers, Junnie, Tom,
and Ralph; and here I am stretched out, belly down on the floor, petting my
dog, John Brown.
refrigerator

"Tom, what are you doing tonight?" Mamma asks.
"Not much. I thought I would ride around Krystal's for awhile and
then maybe go to the beach," Tom answers.
Daddy breaks away from his paper and glares at Junnie to say, "Just
make sure you're home by twelve. We've got a lot of work to do tomorrow.
That goes for you, too, Fireball. "Fireball" is another nickname for Junnie
that originated when he was working with a welding crew and caught his
pants on fire.
"Tom, can I go with you for a little while?" I ask.
"What do you think?" he asks.
"I

think yes."

"Well, you think wrong."
"It was worth a try. To get out of the house would be
"And what is wrong with this house?" Mamma asks.

"Not a thing,"

my

I

say.

"Not a thing

if

you

like

nice."

being bored to death,"

I

Tom

opens the back door to let John Brown out.
Junnie uses this opportunity for him and Ralph to make their escape. Then
Tom decides to go while the going is good.

add under

breath.

"Becky, where are you going?"

"Nowhere except
missing out on anything.

to bed,"

"Good

"Sweet dreams, and don't

One

thing about

my

I

Mamma

answer.

night,
let

family

the

asks.
I

Mamma
bedbugs

life is this:

don't have to worry about

and Daddy."
bite,"

if

says.

you think you missed out

on an event around here, just come over tomorrow.
again.

Daddy

It

happens

all

over
17
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My

dreams are balloons

stuck on the ceiling
losing

air.

As
they

drop
I'll

gather them up

them in my mouth
chew on them awhile
stuff

like

a child

just to feel their texture.

Anna Mary Crowe Dewart
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ASK AND YOU WILL RECEIVE
Rita Black

"Did that social worker

tell

you how long before your

The big black woman's coarse
heavy footsteps puntuated each word
The slender girl answered soberly. "Mr. Meeks says
paperwork through and maybe shell be in the hospital by
this here heart operation?"

Ma

can have

breathing and
hell push the
the Fourth of

July."

She needs that operation now."
took him the doctor's letter. Mr. Meeks says hell do his

"Child, that's three weeks.
"I

know.

I

best.

"Have you thought about asking the Boss?"
"The Boss?" Glory questioned reverendy.

"I

don't

know, Bessie

Mae.'

"Glory Anne, you

ain't afeared

of him,

is

you?"

No, course not." An image filled her mind; it was the Boss'
shadowed face and seething eyes. She didn't want to go to the hilltop. She
didn't want to talk with the Boss. "Bessie Mae, you being the nanny and
seeing him every day and all ~ well ~ he just couldn't say no to you. Will
you ask him for me?"
"No.

"You

is

scared."

After looking into frightened green eyes, Bessie

Mae's face melted into sympathy. "Don't know why I'm such an old softy."
And the bulky woman steamed up the hill muttering about softheaded fools
and muleheaded girls.
Alone, Glory continued to trudge up the din path. She didn't notice
the powder-fine dust clinging to her bare toes and ankles, and settling on the
hem of her cheap cotton sundress. Again, a picture of the Boss intruded into
her thoughts. She had been within touching distance of him only once; a
message had needed delivering, and she had been the chosen one. He was a
slightly built man with a crown of golden hair. The sunlight spilled around
his large fan-backed chair to shroud his face and body in darkness, making

The shiver that passed through her
snapped the spell.
Shaking off the vision, she stopped to allow the cool river breeze to
surround her thin body. She lifted her indian-brown face toward the sun, and
closed her eyes against its brightness. The air, hot and muggy, wrapped
only his skyblue eyes discernible.

around her like a blanket

damp

It

drained her strength.

As

she stood there, a fly

be blown away by the next cooling breeze.
Seconds later, she detected the stench of her job. The smell of sweatdrenched bodies and the sour decayed fish and musky rivermarsh sat on the

circled her

skin, only to

morning wind as

20

it

swirled throughout. Beulah

Isle.

It

was a small lush

island, supporting only

These workers farmed the

a handful of workers.

water and supplied the outside world with seafood. Once a week they dug a
hole to bury the shells and heads and guts of their catch. During the rest of

and the rotten smell hung over

the week, the remains fermented

Sighing, she began to
river's

A song

edge.

move toward

was flowing from

their heads.

the squalid building sitting at the

the unpainted factory:

Like a bird from prison bars have flown,
I'll

fly

When

away
I

(in the

morning).

die, hallelujah

I'll

fly

away.

HI

fly

away, oh glory,

I'll

fly

When
I'll

fly

away
I

(in the

by and by,

morning).

die, hallelujah

by and by,

away.
the

Inside

hollow building, the voices blended in a strangely

melodious sound, conjuring a vision of blue penetrating eyes within a
shadowed face. The song surrounded her. And with her back erect, she
entered the house of songs and odors.

Glory was lucky; heading shrimp was one of the cushy, better-paid
jobs, reserved for the fastest workers.

If

her production

shuffled into the boxline, toting crates across the

The cold wet concrete under her

freezer.

feet

fell,

room and

gave

relief

from the burning

The cotton

airlessness that pervaded the tin-roofed building.

she would be

into the walk-in

sundress, already

dark with moisture, clung uncomfortably around her hips and thighs.
indigo hair,

now

fastened back, hung in a long

Fine strands had escaped and formed a

now and

damp rope down

Her

her back.

web on her cheeks and forehead. Every

again she would blow with quick

little

breathe in a vain attempt to

Her left arm was cramping, but she couldn't stop now. Hands
that had long ago toughened kept a steady shrimpheader's pace. Without
losing her rhythm, she swiped at her face with her shoulder, and tried to
free her face.

ignore the stiffness in her spine.

"Glory Anne, Glory honey, where are you?"
"Bessie

When

Mae?"

her steamroller stride

came

to a halt, Bessie

excitement, "The Boss, he done fixed everything.

and get your

Ma

to the hospital,

"You mean

it?

and they going

The Boss

The next morning was

Mae

croaked in

take that old pickup

to operate

on her tomorrow."

fixed it?"

"Yeah, and you'd best get a
fine

blue sky, and birds darted to and

You

move

on."

and warm. Clouds floated in a brilliant
As she bounced up the road, each puff

fro.
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of wind

lifted

her hair and nuzzled her heated body. Her

Soon she would be home and well.
"Glory Anne, what you doing coming up

Ma was

having her

operation today.

this

here road?

You

belongs with your Ma."

The young girl stopped long enough to wrap her arms around the old
woman's plentiful figure and pat her lovingly on the back. "Hi, Bessie Mae.

You know I can't miss work.
to call me soon as it's over."

Can't afford

to.

Besides, the doctor promised

That afternoon, encircled by noise, Glory thought longingly of the
down the silent path. The thin plank walls of the factory
vibrated with the force of banging crates and cleaning tools. These sounds
somehow complemented the song the workers were singing.
morning's walk

A rough male voice cut through the melody. "Make way; load's
coming in." The clank of metal buckets and the thud of falling shrimp
accompanied the burly voice. Glory watched the little gray creatures tumble
onto the table. Here on land, their bulging black eyes and sharp whiskered
beaks looked repulsive; yet underwater, they looked like

fairies

dancing

through soft dreams.

"Glory Anne, phone."

Her face paled. The song receded, as though coming
from a long distance. She clutched a shrimp in her left fist and stiffly turned
to look for the voice that had spoken. She saw the hand that held the black
Glory froze.

receiver.

Without conscious

effort,

her feet carried her slowly forward.

Standing in front of the hand, she willed herself to take the instrument. She
listened.

One by

the receiver

workers.

one, the workers hushed their singing. Gendy, she placed

back into

its

cradle and turned with wide blank eyes to gaze at the

The warmth of her

left

hand made her look down, and she saw

blood oozing between her fingers. The pretty little fairy's sharp beak had
punctured her palm. She watched as the blood-covered shrimp fell to the
floor, then walked across the room and out the doorway. The workers began
to sing in

low moaning

tones.

Unconsciously, she walked toward the water.

dock looking out across the

She

sat

on the empty
and soothed

river while the waters gently licked

The sun was going down and the glistening surface
and reds and purples. Marsh-covered riverbanks stood at the
sun's base, and the reeds shot up like fingers reaching for the last bit of fire.
The gulls, purple against the glowing orange ball, were going home.
Shrouded in these strange colors, the familiar landscape before her had
become unreal. And as she gazed out over this new world, she wondered at
the difference twenty-four hours could make.
Behind her, she could hear the workers singing their sorrow, but this
song could not lift her. Instead, it raged inside her head. The image of a
shadowed face and luminous eyes reaching toward her joined the song.
Maybe tomorrow it would lift her.
her dangling feet.

reflected oranges
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And

as she sat

all

alone in the purple sunset, with only the tapping

waters for comfort, the light in the house on the hilltop appeared to brighten
the darkening sky.
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DUMPLING
ViddHOl
Maggie drew a loving hand across the cellophane- wrapped surface of a
beef

roast, sighing plaintively.

Kroger's always has the best selection of

meats, she thought to herself as she noted with satisfaction the slightly

marbled texture of the dark red beef. She permitted herself the luxury of
examining first the roasts, then the steaks, and even the pork chops before
moving on to the hamburger she had come for. She placed the firm, solidfeeling package in her cart with a mother's care.
Strolling blissfully along through the store, Maggie took a kind of
stry delight in fingering all the

packages.

On

the cookie aisle, she looked

around nervously before leaning close to the ginger snaps and sniffing deeply.
Even the smell of the cardboard didn't daunt her; she put a box in her cart and

moved

on.

She didn't linger when picking up the milk and cheese; the shining
chrome surfaces of the refrigerated storage box reflected her short, lumpy
form disturbingly. But she stood for a long while before the baked goods,
entranced by the warm, cinnamony smells and the glistening, sugared
surfaces.

The girl behind the counter watched the plumpish greying woman for
some time before speaking. "Could I help you find something?" her voice,
tinged with annoyance, finally asked

Maggie was temporarily unbalanced.

I

was

make

sure

"Why, no, thank you.

just looking."
It

was time

to go.

Maggie looked

at her shopping

list

to

she hadn't forgotten anything, and discovered that she had failed to buy
anything at

all for herself.

She pushed wearily on

to the

produce section and

stood for a long while dejectedly prodding the vegetables before deciding what
to buy: apples and peaches and pears, lettuce and tomatoes and cucumbers.
/ guess

it 11

As

be tossed salad again tonight, she thought to herself.
she was weighing her apples, she heard a familiar voice calling her

name. She turned to see Barbara coming toward her, her cart empty except
for a few containers of yogurt and some bananas.
"Maggie, darling, how are you? You look great!"
Maggie glanced down at a sneakered foot and muttered her thanks.
"It's good to see you, Barbara."
She eyed Maggie's full
It's been ages."
"It's nice seeing you, too.
shopping cart. "And how is Bob, anyway? I've been thinking for a while
now about inviting the two of you over for dinner some night"
Maggie stiffened, instantly wary. • "Well, I really don't know. Bob's
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been working a
going out

of long hours

lot

Why don't you

"OK,

Ill just

fine.

"I'm so proud of

me

let

lately,

call

wait

you for sticking

till

and

I

don't

know

if

hell feel up to

you?"
I

She smiled.
been now, two

hear from you, then."

to your diet!

How

long's

it

weeks?"
"Three,

come

Saturday."

And how much have you lost?"
Maggie looked away, suddenly consumed with
"Wonderful!

spears.

"I'm not sure

-

"And you look

I

thinner, too.

got to run; the kids'll be

home

interest in the broccoli

haven't weighed in a while. But

home from

to provide snacks therell

Maggie watched her

I

thinner."

feel

I'm just so happy for you!

school in a few minutes, and

Look, Tve
I'm not

if

be trouble. See you soon!"

friend trotting off to get in line at the express

checkout, the skirt of her white tennis dress swirling about her taut thighs.

Then she turned away,

On

her

way

the effort of her smile

to the checkout line,

still

clinging to her face.

Maggie stopped off

at the freezer

compartment Just because I'm on a diet is no reason for Bob to suffer, she
thought I'll just pick up a carton of ice cream, for a special treat.
She toyed with the hard, cold bricks of ice cream, trying to remember
which kind Bob preferred. Then she saw a new flavor, "Heavenly Hash," and
decided to try that one on him. Suddenly embarrassed, afraid she'd be seen,
she stuffed the carton beneath a bag of pears and hurried on to the checkout
Standing in line was the hardest part. The candy display beckoned to
her with the maddening, slightly waxy smell of chocolate. In an attempt to
divert her attention, Maggie studied the covers of the pulp magazines that
stared her down from their metal racks. Linda Evans' cold blue stare assured
her that eating only grapefruit and celery would guarantee a svelte figure in
two weeks; the Enquirer promised miracles with peanut butter. Maggie's
fingers itched to pick up one of the magazines and read about these amazing
diets, discover their secrets, but her pride wouldn't let her be seen actually
reading one.

Still,

she wondered.

candy was beginning to tug at the edges of her mind again,
Maggie's thoughts were intruded upon. "Excuse me." An obscenely fat
woman wearing polyester shorts shoved her way through, reaching down and
grabbing a Snickers bar with one hand, a Ladies Home Journal with the
other. "They have the greatest recipes in this magazine. Have you ever read
it?" she asked
Just as the

Maggie looked about,

flustered.

painfully conscious of the bulges of flab

The woman returned

"Why, no, I never have," she replied,
on the woman's ghosdy white legs.

to her place at the

back of the

turning the pages of the magazine as she began to

Maggie sighed with

relief as the

checkout

munch

line,

absently

her candy bar.

girl started pulling

her groceries

from the cart
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Bob was

Maggie peeked anxiously

as usual.

late,

the over for the hundredth time, terrified that

Bob

nothing

situation

it

at the lasagna in

might be drying out There's

hates worse than dried-out lasagna, she thought

was

particularly delicate;

This time the

she'd never tried to cut her mother's

lasagna recipe into fourths before. She hoped she'd gotten

all

the calculations

right

She heard the

front door as

it

opened "Bob?" she

hands on her apron as she rushed into the living room.
He stood in the hallway, his sample case at his
the mail

on the

table as he loosened his

tie.

called, drying her

feet, sorting

through

"Hiya, dumpling, what's up?"

he sang out cheerfully, dropping the mail and holding out his beefy arms for
an embrace.

How was

"Oh, nothing much.

She

your day?"

listened patiently as he recounted the day's triumphs

and petty
backed into the kitchen to
get his dinner out of the oven and set the table. When he had finished his
story, she said, "I thought we'd eat in the dining room tonight, Bob. I made
something kind of special."
"It smells great," he said, dipping a quick finger into the tomato sauce
at the edge of the pan.
"Careful!
You'll burn yourself, silly. I just took that out of the
oven. Now go and wash up, and 111 have it ready when you get back."
Bob obeyed, whistling softly as he went into the back of the house.
By the time he returned to the dining room, she had already heaped his
plate with steaming lasagna. At her place, however, there was only a small
bowl of tossed salad.
"Aren't you going to eat with me?" he asked, an edge coming into his

As he

defeats entertainingly for her.

talked, she

voice.

"Oh, Bob, you

know

"Well, what fun

is it

I

can't eat

for

me

food like that"

to eat

by myself?"

"You're not by yourself. I'm right here."

"Yeah, but you're not eating. That rabbit-food doesn't count, and you

know
to

it,

it

I

don't

know why you

bothered setting up in here; there's no point

just for me."

Maggie looked down
wanted

to please you.

I

into her salad bowl, stricken.

"Bob,

I

only

thought you'd enjoy eating in here for a change.

diet, you're always complaining that we never have a
meal together." She stirred at her lettuce leaves despondently, as if
searching for something more interesting beneath them.
He didn't say anything, just tucked his napkin into his open collar and

Since I've been on this
real

began to eat. "Urn," he taunted, a little cruelly. "This is really great
You've out-done yourself, dumpling." He looked up at her slyly. "Don't
you want to try just a little taste?"
For a moment, Maggie brightened. Then she shook her head sadly.
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"No.

can't

I

have any. But thanks, anyway."

"Too bad.
relish,

It's

really delicious."

occasionally emitting

little

Maggie watched him
sauce clung to the
finally

he rubbed

reproached her.
going to lose

my

it

left side

continued to eat with obvious

at

tiny spot of
it

tomato

in fascination until

the corner of his napkin. Catching her eye, he

going to

sit

and

there

stare at

me

like that, I'm

appetite."

She looked quickly away, and began

to eat her salad

thought. If I never see another piece of lettuce in

Some

A

closely for a while.

of his chin; she stared

away with

"If you're

He

groans of satisfaction.

my

life, it'll

Ugh, she

be too soon.

Bob had

retired into the bedroom to watch
Maggie stood before the sink, absentmindedly washing up the dishes. She stared at her reflection in the dark
windowpane over the sink, thinking about what she'd fix Bob for breakfast in

time

later, after

television while he ate his dessert,

the morning.

For the

six years they'd

been married, she had made

it

a point

Sometimes it was
standard fare: bacon, eggs, hash browns, toast; sometimes she made french
toast with sausage. She thought she'd try something a little more ambitious
this time, put the waffle-iron her mother-in-law had given her to use.
What
to

prepare a special breakfast on Saturday mornings.

goes well with waffles, she asked herself.

Maybe

sausage, like with the

french toast?

She had finished the dishes, and could linger in the kitchen no longer.
She realized that she was still hungry, as always. Grabbing a pear from the
refrigerator, she went into the bedroom to watch television with Bob.
He was absorbed in a football game, eating a bowl full of "Heavenly
Hash." She crouched on the edge of the bed and, curling her small, round
body in upon itself and holding the pear in her tiny paws, she began to take
small, furtive bites, looking around after each one as if in fear that someone
would try to take it away from her. Bob glared at her, annoyed.
"Do you have to make so much noise with that thing? Why is it that
everything you eat lately crunches?"
"Sorry," she retorted with an attempt at sarcasm. "I'm surprised you
can hear anything over the roar of that stupid game."
"What's that?" he asked, cocking his head almost belligerently.
"Nothing."

want

it,

She threw the pear

in the wastebasket; she didn't really

anyway.

During the next commercial, Maggie decided to try and make peace.
Searching her mind for a neutral topic of conversation, she hit upon Barbara.
"I

saw Barbara Graham
"Great,"

Bob

She said something about

in the grocery store today.

inviting us over for dinner

some time

soon."

said, his lip curling with scorn.

need, to go and eat dinner with that crazy bitch.

I

"That's just

what

suppose she's behind

I

this
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latest diet thing,

look like her,

He

huh?"

all

looked at his wife coldly.

scrawny and malnourished,

it's

"Well,

if

you want

your business. But

I

to

think

you're nuts."

Maggie said nothing, turning her attention instead to the Pizza Hut
commercial on television. But when the game continued, she found her mind
wandering again.
Bob's spoon was scraping at the bottom of his bowl now. The sound
tugged at Maggie, and she soon became fascinated with the sight of the laden
spoon travelling again and again to her mouth as he stared at the television
set She licked her lips, painfully aware of the scent of chocolate drifting
over the expanse of bed toward her. Her eyes narrowed, and her back became
abruptly stiff as she noted the way he paused between bites to chew the tiny
bits of chocolate and nuts between his front teeth. She was so absorbed in
watching him that she failed to notice when he stopped eating and started
staring back at her.
"What the hell is it this time?" he cried, exasperated
Maggie ignored the question, posing one of her own
in

instead. "What's

it?'

"What's in what?"

"The

ice cream.

Bob was

What's in

really shouting

now.

it?"

"Oh, for Chrissake!" Bob rolled his eyes with exaggerated annoyance.

"No,

really.

I'm only curious.

What's in

it,

exactly?

Please

tell

me.

He began
know? Well,

Much

it's

to laugh,

a cruel, humourless laugh.

in the freezer.

later,

Maggie

Whyn't you see

really

want

to

lay sleepless at the very edge of the bed, trying

not to disturb her snoring husband. Hunger was by

mind

"You

for yourself?"

now

a sharp pain in her

and she feared she'd never sleep. Finally, she
decided that the only thing that could satisfy her was an answer to her earlier,
only half-joking question. She crept from the bed and down the hall into the
as well as her stomach,

kitchen.

She

When

didn't turn

on any

lights,

but

made

her

way direcdy

she opened the door, the kitchen was bathed

by which

it

was just possible

of the ice cream carton.

marshmallow nougat

for her to read the

Milk, cocoa,

list

in

to the freezer.

an eerie, bluish

light,

of ingredients on the side

sugar,

chocolate chips,

Just as she'd thought: those were

nuts,

nut he'd been

crunching.

But her satisfaction was short-lived. She thought with disgust of the
meagre dinner she'd had, and the equally meagre results. Bob was furious
with her, and she hadn't lost an ounce in over a week. Discouraged, she came
to an uncomfortable decision. She would have a bite, just one bite, of ice
cream. Just to make her feel better, so she could sleep. She reached for a
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spoon

in the dish drainer

and began

to

eat

A few moments of happiness passed, and a guilty

smile crawled over

Maggie's face as she continued to eat But just as she was about to quit and

go back

to bed, she

Bob

was found out

" AnMaggie froze, unsure whether she should drop the evidence and run or
simply make up some ridiculous excuse for her bad behavior. But to her

entered the kitchen and flipped on the light with a delighted

na!"

surprise,

he didn't give her a hard time.

hands and replaced

it

He

just took the carton

in the freezer, a tender smile

Maggie began

to cry.

"It's

on

from her

his face.

OK, honey," Bob commiserated, taking
He pried the spoon from her fist and

her in his arms and stroking her back.

laid it on the counter, then held her for a long moment, rocking her gently
back and forth and murmuring soothingly.

away to be replaced by an
mumbled apologies, to him, to Barbara, to herself.
"Come on, dumpling," Bob whispered. "Let's go to bed."

Gradually, Maggie's sobs trailed

endless

succession of
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THE PELICANS
So gracefully they wave their wings
Beyond the surf, the pelicans
Their wingtips

Graze

The tips of waves
Or so it seems as they
Unhurriedly they

Two

lines

And

point the

glide

move

by

as one

converge

way

upon their hunting run
Unknowingly a grey parade
Intent

They

rise

and

Abruptly up

fall

with sociable ease

-

Then down again

As though they swam on waves of air
Through wind-cupped wings revealed

How

parallel their perfect paths

They cannot seem to be
Knocked down
By jealous waves who envy
So simple and serene

A

gentle jesting irony

flight

it is

That clumsy
Feathered clowns afoot
Should be so wonderous fleet
Above the waves, the pelicans

David Kelley
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RELIGIOUS SYMBOLISM IN FLANNERY
O'CONNOR'S "GREENLEAF"
Maria B. Dunn

May,
moments of life. The method by

In Flannery O'Connor's "Greenleaf," the protagonist, Mrs.

experiences self-realization during her last

which O'Connor turns an account of a bestial attack into a spiritual
This
awakening is through the use of overt religious symbolism.
symbolism manifests itself in the function of some of the story's characters:
Mrs. May, the Greenleafs, their twin sons, the May sons, and the bull. The
story's climax is reached at its violent conclusion, and although one is not
sure of the magnitude of her self-realization, Mrs. May experiences her
moment of grace at that particular time. O'Connor expressed her uncertainty
regarding the achievement of this theme of redemption in a letter to a friend:
"I am very happy right now writing a story ['Greenleaf ] in which I plan for
the heroine, aged 63, to be gored by a bull. I am not convinced yet that this
is purgation or whether I identify myself with her or the bull. In any case, it
is going to take some doing to do it and it may be the risk that is making me
happy." 1
Purgation, or rather one's experience of redemption,

was a theme very

much addressed by Flannery O'Connor. This theme runs through some of
her better known works such as "Revelation," The Violent Bear It Away* and
Wise Blood,

In "Greenleaf," the theme of redemption

foreground by the character of Mrs. May.

name

One must

see

is

brought to the

some irony

in the

designated to the protagonist of this story, yet one cannot be altogether

sure that this

was

the intention of the author.

Flannery O'Connor's disdain

of the dissection of her work was renowned.

In a letter to an English

professor dated June 6, 1964, Miss O'Connor states that she had no real

motive behind naming Mrs.

May what she did except that, perhaps, "some
me why...." 2 It is O'Connor's same

English teacher would write and ask
evasiveness, however, that prompts

her name.

some

readers to analyze the character and

In Mrs. May's vain attempts to confine the natural and spiritual

sources of life, she seems mocked by the dual suggestions of her name. To
be thought of as a participant in the springtime fertility rites of May surely
contradicts her character, and, as "May" is a shortened form of "Mary," she is
also compared with the Mother of divine life. 3
These ironic suggestions of her name better illustrate the flatness of
Mrs. May's character. She is a stubborn and, at the same time, well-meaning
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person

But

who

that she

only wants for herself what she has rightfully worked to obtain.
can envision herself in front of some "judgement seat" declaring

that in her life she has worked and not wallowed is also indicative of her
overweening pride. 4 Not surprisingly, then, one can interpret the story's
violent conclusion in light of Mrs. May's hubris, and it is the conformity of
her development throughout the story which enables the reader to deem Mrs.

May

a

flat character.

Frederick Asals, author of a most insightful article on "Green leaf,"
further explains Mrs.

May's symbolic function

in the story:

"Mrs.

May

is

an ironic garden doubly enclosed, sealed up sterilely behind the protecting
fences of the hedge and the "black wall of trees' bounding her property, locked
in the denials

of her ego." 5

the routine of her

Mrs. May's repressed emotions are vented by

work and, through

this

method, her character exposes the

and frequently superior attitudes it possesses. Asals further writes on
the willfulness of Mrs. May's soul: "Nature holds no revelations for Mrs.
May. A country woman only T>y persuasion,' she meets the natural world - and indeed existence itself ~ as negative pressures to be resisted, hostile
forces to be bent to her will." 6
This obstinate overcoming of the world is made evident by Mrs.
May's readiness to change her will in such a way that the inevitably foolki
marriages of her sons, Wesley and Scofield, will not destroy all that she has
worked to acquire. 7 We shall learn more of Mrs. May's sons later, but one
should note that although she is a stubborn and generally overbearing
woman, Mrs. May has virtually no control over her mocking sons. She also
bitter

exerts

little

influence over her hired hand, Greenleaf.

The Greenleafs are a shiftlessly large and uneducated family. With

the

exception of the twins, E.T. and O.T., the family has lived on Mrs. May's

farm for fifteen years. Mrs. Greenleaf, an unkempt prayer healer, repulses
Mrs. May, and Mrs. May also believes that Mr. Greenleaf is a cunning farm
hand.
The Greenleaf family is clearly the antagonist in the story.
Furthermore, the family name is filled with religious symbolism. Asal

comments:

On

the one hand,

their

the springs of natural

yet

their

unbuttoned

very primitiveness associates them with

life,

as their burgeoning family testifies;

fertility

also

divine sanction in Jeremiah 17: 7-8:

metaphorically

"Blessed

is

the

receives

man

that

and whose hope the Lord is. For he shall
be as a tree planted by the waters, and that spreadeth out her
roots by the river, and shall not see when the heat cometh, but
."
The Greenleafs' primitive
her leaf shall be green
reverence for all earthly life, which reveals itself in the
excesses of Mrs. Greenleafs prayer healing and the surly
absurdity of her husband's reluctance to destroy the bull, merges
trusteth in the Lord,

.

.

.

indistinguishably into their crude Christianity
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.

.

.

.°

Mrs.

Greenleaf,

who

is

encountered only once in the story,

is

She is a fanatically religious
woman who sometimes shows her devotion by sprawling herself on the
ground and by making loud pleas to Jesus. This demonstrates an allPerhaps these actions seem primitive and
embracing love for Christ
grotesque, yet they are quite natural. In comparison, Mrs. May's "cold-creamladen" face and "green rubber curlers* symbolize her artificiality. 9
By contrast, Mr. Greenleaf is a complacent and unhurried person.
Yet, like his wife, Mr. Greenleaf seems to be closely linked to the natural
world, as his walk ~ one that seems to be "on the perimeter of some
invisible circle" -- suggests. To Mrs. May, this peculiarity symbolizes Mr.
mystically linked to the realm of the Eternal.

1

Greenleaf s uselessness as a worker, but it can also be interpreted as his
closeness to the cyclic rhythms of nature. 10
is further unraveled by the attitudes
and the Greenleafs toward religion. The author does this by her
use of suggestive compression and by paralleling Mrs. May's attitudes toward
the bull and religion. Through the use of suggestive compression, O'Connor
turns the encounter in the woods between Mrs. May and Mrs. Greenleaf into

O'Connor's theme of redemption

of Mrs.

May

a foreshadowing device. This scene also functions as a descriptive observance

^ When

O'Connor writes that Mrs. May "felt as if some
had broken out of the ground and was charging toward
her," we receive a vivid portrayal of Mrs. May's disgust upon hearing Mrs.
Greenleaf s pleas to Jesus and of the violent finale as well. 12 Stuart L.
Burns, author of an article on O'Connor's use of sun imagery, further writes
on Mrs. May's repressed attitude toward religion: "Her attitude toward the
bull closely parallels her religious philosophy. She beleives that both Christ
and the bull should be confined, the former to the church, the latter to a pen to

a reaction.

violent unleashed force

-

her reasoning in both cases being that,

good breeding."

13

It is

let loose,

reader accept Mrs. May's death in spite of

There

each represents a threat to

her repression of natural emotions that helps the
its

seemingly unjust violence.

between the symbolic function of
Mrs. May and that of the Greenleafs in their expressions and acceptance of
religious belief.
It is this difference that also allows for the mythic and
religious implications of the bull.
Frederick Asals best summarizes the
difference between protagonist and antagonist:
"Mrs. May is a decent,
orderly, well-meaning woman, but her embattled existence is clearly fruitless
in

is

clearly a difference, then,

every sense, the

sterile assertion

of ego and empty social values.

The

Greenleafs, on the other hand, are clearly at one with the divine powers, yet

they are so primitively responsive to animal and mystical

emerge as a

To

radically anti-social force

life that

they

." 14
.

.

.

further analyze O'Connor's use of religious

symbolism throughout

"Greenleaf," one must also examine the "double thematic

movement"

that the

boys and the Greenleaf twins project within the story. 15 The May
boys, who were as different as "night and day," and the Greenleaf twins, who,

May

according to their tenant farmer, were

"'like

one man

in

two

skins,'"

33
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underscore

movement and give the story its symbolically mythic
These aspects do not vary greatly from nor adhere to any
of myths. Instead, O'Connor draws from a combination of

this

16

aspects.

particular set

primitive mythologies.

We

will see this quality

more manifestly

in the last

"character" discussed: the bull.

The May boys (Wesley, a

professor, Scofield, an insurance salesman,

both unmarried) are interestingly created to function as a mirror for their
mother's spiritual shortcomings.
mirrors, her sons send

back

Wesley's snarling self-pity

Frederick Asals

"Like distorting

states:

at her grotesque reflections of her
is

an uglier version of her

own

own

.

.

values.
.

and

,

Scofield's grubbing pursuit of money is only a debased form of [Mrs. May's]
." 17
'practicality'
That the boys' taunting of their mother is a vessel for
.
.

.

the transport of their resentment

is

Yet

obvious.

of

this is solely the fault

Mrs. May, who, through her pride and close-mindedness, instilled these
horrible traits into her otherwise uninspired children.
Indeed, Wesley's
vicious remark to Mrs.

cow

to

May

save [her] soul from

at the breakfast table that
hell," illustrates the

he "wouldn't milk a

masculine

with

hostility

which Mrs. May is surrounded. For it is not only her sons, but also the
twins and Mr. Greenleaf who give abuse in return for her lodgings and wages.
lo

Mrs. May's spiritual and physical
sons

when

sterility is further

mirrored by her

The

they are compared to the Greenleaf twins, E.T. and O.T.

Greenleaf twins carry out their roles as fathers, husbands, and sons with ease.

The May boys are ill-tempered and unproductive. 19 On a comical note,
O'Connor has Mrs. May sarcastically comment on the Greenleafs' pride in
just having had twins "as if this were something smart they had thought of
themselves." 20
Ironically, the greatest difference

fact that the Greenleafs are twins.

between the two

sets

The connotation of twin

of sons

is

the

offspring has

always been favorable throughout time, as Frederick Asals explains.

"In

ancient tradition, twins could be maleficent or beneficent, accursed or sacred,
yet almost universally they were believed closely related to the supernatural
and thought to possess extraordinary powers, chiefly connected with
fertility."

also

**

The

supernaturalness behind the financially successful twins

enhanced by the

fact that they

never appear onstage.

is

Their mysterious

presences hide laughingly behind the extension of both their souls, the bull.
22 Accordingly, when the tenant farmer declares that his bosses are "like

one

man

in

two

skins,'" his

remark further supports the supernatural force

"with which primitive peoples invested the appearance of the 'double soul.'"
Therefore, to examine the characters of the

Greenleaf twins

is

really to

compare

misery, and reverence with irreverence.

success of the "scrub-human" Greenleaf twins

The
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last character

one must study

May

boys and

that of the

with
Mrs. May's justification for the

fertility

is,

in

with

infertility, bliss

of course, World

War Two.

O'Connor's use of religious

The animal immediately
symbolism throughout "GreenleaT is the bull.
on the dual representations of Christ or any of the mythical gods of
In Frederick Asals'
fertility before the first paragraph of the story ends.
article, "The Mythic Dimensions of Flannery O'Connor's 'Greenleaf,'" he
also points out that the bull's horns (the focus on which the story opens and
concludes) can represent the two characters of Christ as Tierce judge" and
Moreover, this interpretation would better illustrate
"gende Saviour." 24
O'Connor's idea of the "unbreakable grip" with which the bull's horns finally
takes

This grisly portrayal suggests an
espouse Mrs. May's empty soul.
association with the coming of Christ into the life of Mrs. May. In this

one can view the coming of Christ as an agony and, at the same time,
However, Josephine Hendin points out "The scrub
bull whose sperm will harm Mrs. May's cows ... is one of O'Connor's
ambiguous symbols. He may be Christ, a god wearing a prickly crown, as
he gnaws at Mrs. May's shrubs, yet his crucifixion of the lady on his horns
sense,

a lover's embrace.

results in

^

a perception of nothingness." 26

Even

dismiss the religious symbolism behind the bull,

if

the reader chooses to

its

role should at least

intimate Mrs. May's view of virility and her experiences with the hostility of

men toward

her.

The reader should, of

course, combine the dual suggestions of the
overwhelming presence with O'Connor's use of two other frequendy
mentioned images in the story. Stuart L. Bums explains:

bull's

The

a scrub bull and a silver bullet combine to dramatize

sun,

The Greenleaf s

the divine agency of Christ in this story.
(Christ's
.

.

earthly nature)

like

.

some

patient

is

first

bull

seen "silvered in the moonlight

god come down

to

woo" Mrs. May.

.

.

.

"Silvered" suggests a link between bull and bullet, while later

and sun are metaphorically associated:

bull

"Looking down,

she saw

a darker shape that might have been

shadow

.

configuration

among them."
completed when Mrs. May
moving

.

is

its

The

[the

sun's]

symbolic

pictures the sun as

being "like a silver bullet ready to drop into her brain."

This

passage vividly stresses her alienation from Christ and the
promise of redemption in terms of her hostility to the sun. 2 '
last

As
masterfully

previously

and the bullet
reader.

noted,

woven throughout

It is

all

the

use

"Greenleaf."

of

suggestive

The images of

compression

is

the bull, the sun,

indirecdy explain Mrs. May's imminent redemption to the

the subtieness of the use of suggestive compression that allows

be so intricately constructed and yet so easily understood. There
however, other literary devices that help the reader successfully grasp the

the story to
are,

meaning of the

We

story's climax.
have examined O'Connor's use of
suggestive compression, but there are also figures of speech that abound
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throughout "GreenteaT and are laden with religious symbolism.

These
rough chalice," "like a silver bullet, " "like a
menacing prickly crown") juxtapose religion and nature in such a manner that
these forces jointly emphasize O'Connor's theme of redemption. 28 It may
be the very juxtaposition of such elements that allows for the comical yet
distressing sensations the conclusion of the story produces. Moreover, it
should be noted that it is O'Connor's tone that produces such an effect
Miles Orvell, author of Invisible Parade: The Fiction of F tannery O'Connor,
explains this literary device: "The tone of the story, meanwhile, is governed
by a carefully modulated comic control, whereby seemingly gratuitous
violence is subsumed under a vision of order." 29
figures of speech

(i.e.,

"like a

The violence within
symbolism.

It

conclusion

the

itself

is

full

of

religious

the effectiveness of this violence which distinguishes

is

who employ
images of the grotesque in their work. Orvell states: "In the process by
which the bull comes to symbolize something more mysterious than a dumb
beast, one can see an accession to mystery through the painful annihilation
writers like Flannery O'Connor, William Faulkner, and others

of the flesh." 30

It

is

the violence which, finally, raises the question of

When

redemption in the reader's mind.

soul undergo a spiritual awakening?

the bull gores Mrs.

One does

May, does her

not know, as the story ends

with her death, but one might gather that the final discovery which Mrs.

whispers into the

Indeed,

indifference.

whose

bull's

ear

is

May

probably void of any self-interest or

when we

are told that "she had the look of a person
been restored but who finds the light unbearable,"
like St Paul, Mrs. May was blinded by the brilliance

sight has suddenly

one can imagine

that,

of her spiritual realization. 31

The theme of redemption

in

"GreenleaF can only be understood when
its characters and the violence of its

the reader examines the nature of

conclusion.

It is

primarily through the use of religious symbolism in her

characters and the exercise of various literary devices throughout the story
that

O'Connor underscores one of her

favorite literary themes.

Asals comparatively summarizes O'Connor's work.
presents in 'Greenleaf is a kind of smaller

Bacchae with Mrs.

May

38

modern version of Euripides'
whose refusal to acknowledge

as the Pentheus figure

and spiritual terms of
punishment of the gods." 32

the essential physical
fittingly ironic

Frederick

"What Miss O'Connor

life

calls

down upon

her the
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SNAP SHOTS
John Welsh

Snapshot:

Bob

Strozier, mid-winter,

He

holds the stetson over his heart

As

it

And

smiles at the camera.

shoots the picture,

His hat crown becomes

Snapshot:
Rising

Day

its

bulls-eye.

Student

listlessly

The

He

1983

-

lecture over

saunters past

-

me

Proudly wearing

last night's hickey.

Snapshot: Pedalling in the

Red Light District

The

traffic:

press of early morning

Stopped,
I

I

am

restless to

move;

play with the gas, race with the pedal,

turn my mind to the corner just ahead.
Then my absent eye catches the double reflection;

And

A car ahead winks at mine.
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LOVE OF MY LIFE
Andy Pena

don't

I

know why

I fall

American Style"
-

he says

my affliction
time;

my

I

reruns.

My

that I'm certifiably
is

that

I

am

in love so

Or

being an incurable romantic.

it

damn

easily.

could be that

I

I

guess

it's

analyst has an interesting theory about

wacko.

able to

it all -

I

guess the most unnerving feature of

fall in

love virtually anywhere at any given

have become eternally enamoured

political science class (can

part of

watch too many "Love,

one

in grocery lines, at the library, in

really fall in love in a political science

and who knows where else?
It can even happen while I'm driving to work, which is precisely
what occurred on one fateful afternoon. I was driving down the expressway
in my usual state of semi-consciousness, when my eyes were suddenly
assaulted by the most beautiful sight I ever beheld. There she was, radiating
down upon me from the billboard above the Serve YourOwnDamnSelf gas
station. I must confess that this time it wasn't my typical five-minute love
affair because the object of my yearning had not two eyes but two headlights;
instead of two legs she had four wheels; and rather than skin of porcelain, my
darling had skin of the finest sheet metal money could buy, vivaciously
highlighted by a rouge of racy red paint Yes, the inevitable had happened: I
had fallen in love with an inanimate object, namely, a car.
It was a summer ad, complete with the appropriate number of
tanned, bikinied Annette Funicello types in appropriately perky positions
around the too-hip machine. They all had their adoring eyes fixed upon the
blow-dried young jock, resplendent as he reclined behind the wheel with a
look on his face like he knew something about your mother that your dad
would divorce her for if he ever found it out All of that, however, was
irrelevant once I saw the car. The car! This asphalt angel was coolness
incarnate, and I had to have her.
class?),

The next day was

my

most of my

day off, and I couldn't get to the dealership
permanently embedded in the parking lot

fast

enough.

as

screeched to a halt in front of the sales office, narrowly missing a large
economy sedan, and a medium-sized

I

I left

tires

off-road jeep display, a small Japanese

wagon - complete with a medium-sized family, which rapidly
evacuated same upon witnessing my frenetic arrival. I never knew a threefamily station
year-old

was capable of jumping
I

shot out of

my

quite that high.

car and into the office with a sprint that would

have done Bruce Jenner proud.

My

consternation amongst the salespeople;
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entrance caused more than a
*it

seems

that, in

my

haste,

little
I

had

neglected to open the office doors before entering them.

Score one point for

machismo.
I

can't get

it

stood there, wild-eyed and blushing glass off

all

out of

my

my

shirt

Hill

.when one of the more intrepid tales guys
are you all right?" The way his voice tripped ovef
hair),

comes over and asks, "Sir,
the words "all right" suggested to me that it wasn't just my physical health
Nevertheless, I swiftly took control of the
that he was inquiring about
situation. "Never mind about that," I rasped through clenched teeth - by this
time I really had become a madman. "Do you have the new Bogus XI 000
sports coupe by Erroneous Motors?"
His voice trembled like a plate of
yessir," he said.
"Why, er
.

.

Jello in

.

an earthquake.
"Fine.

Show

He

me

led

it

"We
to

through the

really is a fine automobile,"

best as the situation

"Yeah,

have one

left.

A red one."

me. Now."

new

he

would allow.
I mumbled,

right,"

exit

I

had made and out onto the lot

"It

said, trying to regain his salesman's sirs as

resisting his attempt at patron-patronizing.

how salesmen always have

you up for the big kill.
and "fine
automobile." Call it a CAR, for Chrissake, and let's get on with it!
When we reached the car he made a graceful arc with his arm just like
the girls do on "The Price is Right" The snare drum in my chest turned into
a tympani as I caressed the car with my eyes and hands. The streamlined
body, radiating its redness, burned itself into my retinas. The dashboard,
with its impressive array of screens, gauges, lights, and buttons, looked as if
it was designed more for lunar landings than negotiating parking lots.
The
red quilted leather seats had to have been designed by the same guy that
decorates the interiors of cheap bowling alley lounges. She was just like the
one on the billboard, only better, because the jock was nowhere to be seen.
The feeling that coursed through me was not unlike the feeling you get whea
you learn that the homecoming queen just broke up with her boyfriend,
a date for the prome, and whaddaya know, YOU'RE AVAILABLE! It
obvious that I was born to drive this car.
"The Bogus XI 000 is the epitome of automotive excellence," the
cooed. Sugary phrase number two. Do I hear three? "This is surely a car for
the discriminating motorist" This guy was a real pro.
I

really hate

They do

it

all

to butter

the time with sugary phrases like "excellent choice"

to my car," I said. "Just look it over, tell
me for it, and LETS MAKE A DAMN DEAL!" I

"Here are the keys

much
like

you'll give

Monty

Hall on a bad angel dust nip.

He saw my

car, offered

me a

deal,

and

I

greedily signed the

He could have asked for my mother and my first born and I wouldn't
balked. Well, maybe I'm overdramatizing. For my mother and my
born,

glass,

would have to insist mat he throw in some floor mats.
I thanked him for his help, he thanked me for not shattering any more
and I drove my dream off the lot a contented soul. I was in paradise.

I
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The car made me the object of universal envy wherever I went,
changed forever my outlook on commuting, and improved astronomically my
chances of getting a date for the weekend. It wasn't very long, however,
before there

was

trouble in paradise.

Driving to the convenience store to get some toothpicks (anything for
an excuse to drive), I had to swerve to avoid a head-on collision with a

whose goggles had collected so much mud that he was reduced
assuming where the road was. As my beautiful car and I left the blacktop,
I pondered such wide-ranging topics as the question of why scientists had not
yet developed the goggle-sized windshield wiper, why these things always
happen to me, and approximately how many more milliseconds my mortal
soul had upon this earth. These questions were answered almost immediately
as my car came to rest in a Korean health food store. I sat there in a dazed
with
my
lap
full
of
bean
sprouts,
stupor
muttering
"...insurance... insurance.. ."
My meditation was broken by a short Oriental
man in an apron, who was so traumatized by this totally uncalled-for
invasion of his shop that he was incapable of forming any words other than,
"What in the hell!" "What in the hell!" There was really only one reply I
motorcyclist
to

could muster.

"Do you have any

I

count the

toothpicks?"

oil spots

paces around what was

left

on the greasy

of

my

car.

he makes mental notes of the various
straightens his back, takes off his
spot,

Napa

overalls of the mechanic as he

There

is

no expression on his face as
After a few minutes he

injuries.

Parts baseball cap, scratches his bald

and asks the begging question.

"What happened, son?"
"I went to buy some toothpicks and

I made a wrong turn," I said,
wanting to recount the sordid details. I felt so ashamed standing
there that I couldn't even look the guy in the face; instead, I focused my stare

really not

name

on the front pocket: Harvey.
Harvey said, in the condescending tone of voice that only an
expensive mechanic can have. He knew a sucker when he saw one.
"So how much do you think it'll come to?" The words felt like
cotton inside my mouth. Nobody likes to ask a question with so painful an

on

his

stitched

"I see,"

answer.
"Well, she's pretty banged up.

But

then,

you already know

that

because here you are."
"Sir, my admiration for your perceptive powers knows no bounds.

How

much?"
"Five thousand dollars," he said, as casually as

the time of day.

if

he were giving

me

How in the world can ifaey quote such
blink?
I'm convinced that these guys have to
even
gargantuan figures and not
go to school to learn this art, because it's definitely not a skill that the
"Five thousand dollars?!!!"

layman possesses. Certainly not

this

layman.

And your front
And it's gonna take a heap of work to
You know how these new cars are. So

"Well, you got a right front fender that's a goner.

bumper looks

like

a cheap accordion.

get your engine out of the back seat

damn hard

work on and

to

"Oh, please,"

I

all."

cried in

mock

pity, "you're

His voice took on an indignant tone.

Take

it

or leave

breaking

"Look,

my heart!"
my price,

that's

son.

it."

I had found, and since I already owed
and seriously considered mass murder as
a viable means of relieving tension. He told me to come back in two weeks,
and was even gracious enough to give me a lift to the nearest car rental
agency. I made sure to tell him that it was the very least he could do for me,
seeing as how I was about to put his kids through college.
Even though my insurance would pay for most of the damages (yes,
my policy does have a stupidity clause), I couldn't help the feeling of
depression that swept over me as I entered the rental agency. All of a sudden
this goddess behind the desk asked in a honey voice, "Sir, can I help you?"
THE woman of my dreams! It could have been my
It was her!
imagination, but she looked kind of like one of the beach bunnies on the
very billboard that had gotten me into this mess in the first place. It was a

Since

him

for the

was

it

the cheapest place

towing service,

transgression

I felt I

"Um...uh..."

"Can

I

I

took

it,

could easily forgive.

What does one

say to a goddess?

help you, sir?" she repeated, blinking her mesmerizing brown

eyes.
I smoothed down my hair and
need to rent a car while my car is
in the shop being fi- uh, customized. What's the finest automobile that you
have available? Something a discriminating motorist would appreciate?"

"Ah. ..yes, as a matter of

discreetly

made

"Well,

sir

"Please

Smooth

is

my

sure

-

moment

you can.
"I

--"

call

me

Maximillian,"

I

said, in

my best James Bond

voice.

middle name.

"Well, Maximillian,

he

fact,

my fly wasn't open.

I

have a Bogus X1000

that's

not being used at

Is that all right?"

She couldn't have been more impressed. It was evident
co-worker next to her. In a few
ninutes I was in the driver's seat of the Bogus X1000, on my way home and
ihinking about the encounter I had just had. Was she really impressed? Or
was I just the victim of another attack of wishful thinking? I really thought
I saw something in her expression.
But then again, I've seen that same
expression when I take my dates out to eat Mexican food. Oh, well. Ill find
out for sure when I go to return the car next week, because I'm gonna ask her
75uTtor the rest of her life. Maybe I ao mil in love a little too easily.
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"Quite."

rom the

sly grin that she flashed at her

Connie's Place (BD,

K thru

Bigger bodies and more control

accustomed to They have learned the rules enough
are what

To

I

follow,

am
if

not believe.

Caution, calculation, sense of direction
for most,

But some fade

into the rear wall, soundless,

To sleep through their academic dream.
To awaken, focus, and con them into
thinking are the tasks

I

face:

Strategy (Mapping my verbal moves) mixed
With basic choreography at the blackboard,
Chalk dust replacing greasepaint, and

hopes for a long run

(Long enough

From

at least for Tenure).

nine until noon

I

am

a clown,

Prancing and dancing and howling

-

Seeking a crowd that will pause and

In your

room

I

listen.

am me

no need for mystery
But only for one grown up man
who listens and talks and
shares what young eyes see -In your room, I am free.

There

is

Steve Ealy
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BABIES
Beckie Jackson

She sat like a dome, overlapping her small chair. When she walked,
was slow and deliberate, as though the weight of her body might press her
Mattie Ham had been old for a long time. Her white hair
to the floor.
sprang wildly from her head and her face caved in where her teeth were
missing. Her hands were dry and cracked from years of hard labor.
"My baby's gone, gone away. Hell never come home to me again,"
she said to anyone who would listen. Her youngest had gone to sea, "Hell
be back, Mama, wait and see," cooed Angel, her baby girl. "You have to
remember, he's a grown man now. He may not want to stay in Winesburg,
but hell come back to visit us. You really should open the curtains and let
some light in here."
All her life Mattie had been busy; it takes a lot of work to raise nine
children. There had been wash to do, clothes to mend, suppers to cook and
beds to make. She had worked hard to rear her children right so they wouldn't
grow up and turn to drink like their daddy. Now they were all grown and
didn't need Mattie any more. Joe, the oldest, was a preacher, Sam, the middle
boy, had gone into banking. All the girls were married now and were busy
raising their own families. Angel was the only one of them still living in
Winesburg. Mattie lived all alone in a big house still haunted by the sound
of children's laughter. Sometimes she awoke with a start, thinking she had
heard the words "Mama, Mama," coming from her bedside. Of course, there
was no one in the dark house but her.
At Christmas and Easter all the children and grandchildren would
come to visit Mattie would stay up all night cooking a ham, a turkey, and a
dozen pies. The children could never stay long; after dinner they would rise
it

to go.

"Sorry

shoulders.

we have

they called over their
need a nap," Mattie always

to rush off, love you,"

"That's O.K., I'm tired

anyway.

I

replied.

When

she was a young

There Mattie worked

woman, Mattie had moved

to Cleveland.

book bindery. She lived in a boarding house with
other women her age. The young women talked and laughed more than
Mattie thought necessary.
She had little to do with them. Mattie was
in a

content to retire with one of the books from the bindery.
those books, she could

become a

fairy princess or

a

In the pages of

terrible old hag.
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when she was

twenty-two. She had ridden the
and was waiting for her brother, Bill,
to pick her up at the railway station. She had been waiting for an hour and
was beginning to get impatient when a young man emerged from behind the
building. He was handsome and cleanshaven. The sight of Mattie seemed to
draw him. He introduced himself as Jack Ham and said he was a traveling
salesman working out of Winesburg. He offered to wait with her. Another
hour passed without her brother coming. Bill had been waylaid by a pretty
farm girl; he was in no hurry to make his escape. Jack offered to take Mattie
home. She accepted his ride and their courtship began. By winter, Jack and
Mattie were married. They setded in Winesburg; she had come home to have
his babies. The babies came, one after another, like doorsteps. Mattie was
busy changing diapers and saw less and less of Jack. He had taken to
drinking with his friends, sometimes not coming home until dawn. One cold
winter morning Sylvester West found Jack in the alley behind the drugstore
in a pool of cheap whiskey, dead. Mattie was alone with nine little children.
Mattie had centered her life around her children; now that her task was
done she didn't know what to do with herself. She spent most of her days in
bed, thinking of her life and what it had been. Mattie seldom went outside;
the apple trees she had once tended with care now grew only small twisted
fruit. Her roses had wilted and formed a border of thorns across the front of
the house. Weeds and brambles had overtaken the grass beneath her bedroom
window. Mattie no longer walked there; she was fearful of snakes.
Mattie slept in a small bedroom in the big house. The corners were
filled with dust and cobwebs that she no longer fought
Alone in her
bedroom, Mattie would lie on the narrow bed that sat centered under her small
window. A thin shaft of light fell on her face. She held her hands in front of
her eyes and thought of all the work they had done scrubbing diapers and
spooning mush into babies' mouths. Mattie was afraid that she would die
alone in her bed; maybe she wouldn't be found for days, even weeks. She had
a picture in her mind of Angel finding her half-decayed body. She wouldn't
coo then. Mattie would show them, she'd show them all. Leave their Mama
all alone. That's what they deserved, a rotting corpse.
She couldn't die yet She had things to say to people. She had to tell
people that there was no love in the world, only vanities. "I know a thing or
two. I could write a book," she told herself. "No you couldn't, people
wouldn't understand. They wouldn't want to know. No one would listen to
you," she countered. Rain fell from the sky wetting the land just as Mattie's
tears wet her pillow. A grey shadow seemed to hang over the world, but
when she looked out the window, Mattie saw sunshine on the lot next door.
"I must find a way," she exclaimed. Turning, Mattie tried to grope her way
through the darkness. Who could she tell, who could she trust? George
Willard! He was the answer. He was respected, people listened to him. If he
would write what she knew, everyone would see and believe. She had to see

Mattie

train

George.
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fell in

love

home from Cleveland

for a visit

When Angel came on
Mattie had everything

all

Friday to take her to Hern's for groceries,

planned She would go

the pretense of getting a paper.

Once

there, she

Winesburg Eagle on
would tell George Willard

to the

everything. Pulling on her heavy black coat, she said, "Angel, that paper
boy is getting lazy. Twice this month he's thrown my paper in the ditch and
you know Tm too heavy to crawl out of there if I went in after iL If you'll
just get this list of things I need I'll stop next door and get another paper."
She handed Angel a long list that was meant to keep her busy for some time.
Once in town, Mattie hurried over to the Winesburg Eagle Peeping
in the window, she saw George alone at his desk. Mattie hurried inside. Her
face was red and she was out of breath when George looked up and saw her.
He offered her a chair and sat down on the edge of his desk. George was
always curious about Mrs. Ham. "She has reared all those children," he
,

thought "She ought to

know a

thing or two."

Mattie seemed excited, as though she might explode
speak.

"Yes, Mrs.

Ham,

is

there something

I

if

she didn't

can do for you?" George asked

"I had to see you," she said, catching her breath. "I had to tell you."
She paused, then said, "My baby's gone, gone away." With a heavy sigh,
she stood and trudged out of the office.
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IN

THE OPEN

In India the farmer has his rope bed

Out

in the

middle of his wheat

fields,

Wary of stray bullocks and thieves.
He tears down the canal wall weekly
To innundate his tilled domain.
The goshawk harries then takes a rat
After some battle. The man walls-up

again.

His evening prayers are haunted

With wisps of wheat

And

the goshawk's return.

In the countryside a

He

man keeps

vigil.

breaks open the canal,

flooding his space,

helping

hawks hunt His meditation

is

a mandate of gusty folds,
like strains of

a tugged web.

He

listens at night

his

own atonement

the land

a

man

with a single eye,
in the breeze.

grows

appears with the seasons

sowing watering and nurturing
and birds

grain mice
eternally

on his raft
waves lap into the

floating at night

the moonlit

stars

Henry Brandt
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A TOAST AND A CRUCIFIX
Michael West

The envelope was small and plain; your average everyday envelope,
What really caught my eye was the return
address. The letter was addressed to me, Clark Weatherly, and had come all
the way from Pittsburgh from a guy named George Belkrey.
George and I attended high school together and during those four brief
years had become as close as two friends could become.
We developed a
wonderful friendship which included Alan Chandler and Bob Zachary, two
other high school mates of ours, and consisted in part of a weekly weekend
ritual of laying ruin to our hometown and nearby areas. Incidently, Alan was
killed in an automobile accident about three years ago; Bob is doing time in
but

it

stuck out like a sore thumb.

the state prison for embezzling from the real estate agency for which he once
worked. George and I are the only ones from our little clique who still have
the freedom to enjoy the many oddities of life. Bob had a choice; Alan,
unfortunately, didn't. So naturally, I was happy to hear from George, who

me

wanted

come up

to

to Pittsburgh

and spend a few days with him

reminiscing and having a general all-around good time, doing

God knows

what.

A few days had passed since I received George's letter, and in the
meantime I had purchased a round-trip airplane ticket to Pittsburgh and
packed up the necessities for the trip. My wife and three kids drove me down
to the airport and saw me off to Pittsburgh and a weekend that promised to be
unforgettable.

Long, dull airplane trips, like this one, are really made worthwhile
give yourself a chance to reminisce and frolic in your daydreams of
years gone by: all the good times, the bad times, and, every once in a while,

when you

the dull times.

But

if

Somehow

they

all

play a part in everybody's past.

you're not careful, you'll start asking yourself things like

couldn't this have happened?" or

when you have

"Why

aren't things like that

now?"

"Why
That's

a grip on yourself; you want things to be like they
used to be, but they can't. Asking yourself why just wastes those wonderful
memories. That's when I had to shake my head and wake myself up and try
to just

keep thinking about "the good

referred

ol'

times," as they are

more commonly

to.

My

friends

stands out in
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to get

and

my mind

I

had many of those "good times." But the one
most is a warm summer night in 1970:

the

that

Slimmer was just beginning and we deckled to get together and have a
We were going to head up the coast a little ways to this small
town with a great little beach which proved to be a pretty active place.
George had purchased a bottle of whiskey and some Coke. (He later told me
that the booze was to wash down the awful taste of the Coke.) I was never a
drinker, so I almost always drove; I didn't mind it because the guys always
little

fun.

me well entertained.
When we arrived at this little tropical haven, Alan and I somehow got
separated from George and Bob, so we spent a good portion of the night just

kept

wandering the beach looking for some excitement George and Bob had taken
and the Coke with them, so it was a sober evening for me and

the whiskey

Alan.

The night rolled on and Alan and I were thoroughly convinced that
was absolutely nothing to do down there that night So we decided to
go find George and Bob and head back home. It had been a good three noon
since we had lost them so the task was not going to be easy. "Where in me
hell do we start looking?" I asked Alan, who probably knew better than I
where to look for two effervescent young men who were probably drunk out
there

,

of their minds.
"Start at all the bars

better contact the

on the

If they're not in

island.

Coast Guard; the

any of those,

idiots probably tried to

swim

we

to the

Bahamas."

So we began our journey of good

-

fate

in

and out of every

little

drink-and-die joint on the island in desperate hopes of finding our missing

comrades.

The thought

that they

might be off

in

some

sleazy, cockroach-

infested motel putting their very masculinity to the test did cross

my

mind,

but the chances of that being the case were slim to none, especially in the
physical condition they were probably

continued on our

in.

So

I

said nothing, and

we

little trek.

About an hour and a half later, Alan spotted Bob walking around in a
was in search of someone or
something. Bob returned Alan's glance and started charging at us, screeching
"Where the hell have ya'll been? IVe been
to a halt just in front of us.
looking all over for you for the last few hours," Bob said, the stench of
alcohol emitting from his mouth with every syllable he spoke. "Where've
we been? Where've you been?" It was then that I noticed that Bob was
missing somebody. "And where's George?"
"Just follow me," Bob replied. Famous last words.

daze, as he normally did, looking like he

Bob
know

led us to the sand dunes halfway

down

the beach.

"Okay,

I

somewhere around here," Bob told us.
"Somewhere around where?" Alan asked irritably.
"Somewhere around here ... on this dune. Or was it down on sixth
street?" Obviously, Bob didn't know where either George, or he, was.
I then noticed that Bob had a black eye, the bruised skin around his
eye shining in the moonlight. "What in the hell happened to you? Did you
he's
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and George get into a
TJh, no, not

fight?"

really."

"What happened?" Alan

interrupted.

- un," Bob hesitated; he had this
he were ashamed of something he'd done. But that
shameful look soon turned into a sneaky little grin, a grin we had all seen
"I tried a little something with one of them and she took it
before.
personally. She got ticked off, slapped my head around a couple a' times,
took off her shoe and hit me in the eye with it Those damn high heels hurt
like hell. I wasn't gonna take that crap so I told her and her friend to get
All these years, I've been told that Bob was in prison for
lost"
embezzlement; I know better. He's doing time, all right, but I'm sure you
can blame it on those hormones of his.
But Alan and I got a kick out of it; not the fact that he had tried to
violate the sacred person of the poor little girl, but the fact tht he had gotten
slapped around - again. Things like that were always happening to Bob
and he always deserved them. Bob was a pretty nice guy, it's just that he
somehow managed to say the wrong things at the right time - and he always

-We

ran into a couple of girls and

look on his face as

if

.

paid for it

.

Now he's really paying for it

After Alan and

Somehow

I

got our

managed

little

kick,

we started searching

for our fallen

from Alan and Bob. It was
getting pretty late (or early, I should say) and walking around on the beach all
by myself in the early morning hours of a summer day was not my idea of
having fun. I was beginning to get thoughts of coming back in the morning
in the hopes that daylight would assist us in finding our lost amigo, or that
the tide would wash him back ashore, if it had carried him out to sea.
Just as I was about to give up all hope of recovering George, I
stumbled over something: a large, bulky object which didn't budge when I
tripped over it. Lying on the ground, my mouth full of sand, I looked
behind me to see what it was that had tripped me up.
And there he was: an empty bottle of Jim Beam in his right hand,
seaweed in his left Somewhere in between his two hands, in the middle of
his face, was the world's most idiotic, and intoxicated, grin. He lay there
spread-eagle on top of the sand dune, as if he were about to be crucified for
the sake of mankind. George had been recovered.
Just one glance at his gloss-coated face should've told me that there
was no way that he was going to walk. But I let my exhaustion get the best
of me and tried to stand him up. I tugged at the dead weight and finally stood
him up. Trying to balance him out, I gave him a little nudge forward from
his back. Unfortunately, I gave him too much of a nudge and George went
crashing to the ground, without breaking his fall, face first. I turned him
over and there was a red pool of blood spewing from his nose. I'd broken the
poor kid's nose. I didn't feel too bad, though, because I knew he couldn't feel
it Not yet, anyway.
So we lay there: me, the sea oats, and George. Some time passed,
comrade.
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I

to get separated

"

and George

started to

stir.

and asked, "Clark? Clark,

He

glanced at

is that

me

with bloodshot and dilated eyes

you?"

"Yeah, George."

"Where the hell am I?"
"On the beach somewhere,''

He

"Oh," he replied.

I

informed him.

and asked, "Where'd

hesitated

come from?"
"You broke your nose."
"Oh." This was the easiest conversation
except maybe with my four-year-old.
"Jesus,

feel like I've

blood

ever had with anyone,

been stepped on," the human winery

said.

he gave out a thunderous belch that would've made a sailor blush.
kept sipping the air out of that empty bottle, but nothing would come

With

He

I

I'd

all this

out.

that,

He was

sucking the

life

out of that poor whiskey bottle, like an infant

with a pacifier. Frustrated and confused, he shattered the bottle into a million
tiny pieces against a nearby rock.

declared angrily. "If

I

don't slow

take this crap anymore," he
be dead before I'm thirty-five. I

"I can't

down,

111

gotta slow down."

"Yeah, as soon as there's a cold day in

"No,

I

mean

it

"What's that?"

I

I

been

thinkin'.

Ya'

challenged. This

hell," I said doubtfully.

know what

was

I'm gonna do?"

getting pretty interesting.

gonna be --" he hesitated as he gasped for air and belched again.
"I'm gonna become a priest
Now that was a dandy. I was totally convinced that the liquor now
"I'm

had complete control of George's bodily functions.
"Then I'm gonna be Pope. Pope George.

It's

got a nice ring to

it,

doesn't it?"

"Lovely, your holiness,"

me

I

responded. George was a devout Catholic,

him say stuff like this. It bothered me, but
guy didn't know what the hell he was saying. "And when I
become Pope I'm gonna abolish all those stupid celibacy laws. Screw
celibacy! Ha! Didja hear that? A play on words. That way, if I do that, we

and
I

it

kind of shocked

to hear

realized that the

priests

can enjoy
"I

find

life

a

lot better.

think you're blitzed.

Bob and

Whaddya

think?"

C'mon, we gotta get you

to a hospital.

Let's

Alan."

We

found Bob and Alan a short time later. By the time we got
and back home, it was about four o'clock in the
morning, just in time for breakfast Looking back at it now, that was a real

George

to the hospital

memorable evening. Those were

George and I were
would be a little more enjoyable
if Alan and Bob were around. But Alan wrapped his Volkswagon Rabbit
around an oak tree just down the road from my house a few years ago. I'm

going to talk about.

the kinds of things that

Somehow, though,

it
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reminded of the twisted heap of

still

time

pass that

I

The

tree.

They never found any
to

me

steel

police said

it

and

shattered, splintered glass every

was an

accident.

with something on his

unable to quite grasp what was bugging him. Whatever
him.

I

just

wish

I

I

have

my

doubts.

And just the week before, Alan had come
mind. He wasn't making much sense, so I was

skid marks.

it

was,

it

died with

could have helped him.

my

me clear things up and
them a hole better. As my plane landed in
Pittsburgh, I was becoming more and more optimistic each second. The
crowd of people exited the airplane and made its way towards the baggage
claim area. While I was waiting for my bags, I felt a hand grab my right
Moulder and heard a familiar voice call my name. I turned around and there
was George.
"Clark, how've ya' been?" he said.
"Just great, how about ~ " I stopped. There was something peculiar
about George. It was the way he was dressed. Everything he was wearing
was the same color ~ a deep, thick, midnight black. His shoes, his jacket,
his shirt, his socks, everything. Then I noticed a - a white collar, just a
little square of white at the base of his adam's apple, and a shiny silver
crucifix dangling from around his neck. George was wearing the apparel of a
hoped

I

me

enable

Roman

visit

with George would help

to understand

Catholic priest

"What
"No,

the hell is this?

it's

no joke.

I

Some

told

sort

you

in

of bad joke?"

I

my

we had

letter that

asked.

a lot to talk

about"
"Yeah, but

I

didn't

know you changed on me! Why

didn't

you

tell

me

in the letter?"

"If I'd

thought that

it

done that, you wouldn't have come up here, and you know it I
would be better if I told you in person. I guess I was wrong."

"Damn
"I

right you're

wrong!"

I

roared.

guess you're kind of upset"

"Upset?!"

I

yelled.

How could - I mean ~

"Of course I'm

upset!

Man, oh man, George.

" I

caught myself stammering in disbelief, searching
for something to say. "You didn't expect me not to be upset, did you?"
," George was stammering as well.
"I ... uh ... I was
"Well
hoping you would accept it I guess I was wrong."
.

With
like

an

.

.

that,

eternity.

we

both

fell silent;

thought so. Hell, he had to be; here
earth,

life.

I

I

was,

at least I

was, his best friend on the face of the

chastising him for a decision he'd made about his life, a
thought stunk to hell and back. This was the biggest shock of
Over and over, I kept picturing George on the beach that night just

and

I

decision that

my

not a word was said for what seemed

George was obviously just as upset as

was
I

sucking the air out of that bottle. Finally, George broke the silence.
are you still agoing to stay, or are you flying back?"

"Well,

know what to say at first, but I realized that if I stayed, there
might be a chance that we could clear a few things up. "Yeah, I guess I
I
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didn't

might as well

stay," I said, the reluctance

showing

my

in

voice.

"It'd

be a

waste of a plane ticket to just turn around and go straight back."
So we grabbed my luggage and made our way to "Father George's"

His

car.

A Chrysler K-car,

car!

George wear

priests' clothes,

of their cars.

The

I

reality

the epitome of a priest's car. Not only did
he even had the audacity to drive around in one

was beginning

to sink in.

kept thinging back to our most memorable night and

turned out to be so hauntingly prophetic.

Back

then,

I

was

how

really

it

had

convinced

that it was the booze doing all of George's talking for him, but now I was
convinced that George had known exactly what he was saying that night I
wondered if he still planned to abolish the celibacy rules when he became

Probably not The old George, maybe, but not this one. This new
George had completely ousted the old one.
And it showed in everything he did that weekend: the way he ate
breakfast, the way he read the newspaper, the television shows he watched
with the other two priests of the parish, the way he drove his car. They were
The
all typical of the new George, the stranger I had met in Pittsburgh.
most exciting thing we did was go to an art museum. Yeah, the old George
was gone, all right, and I was heartbroken. First Bob gets thrown in jail,
then Alan wraps his car around an oak tree, and now George has gone and
given himself to the church. When would this madness end?

Pope.

It

was Sunday morning, and

I

was packing

my junk,

getting ready to

leave town, the weekend, and the guy that had drastically changed

on

While

life.

You

I

was packing, George came

into

my

room.

my outlook

"Hey, Clark.

got a second?"

"Yeah."
"I

think

I

really didn't feel like talking.

we need

he

to talk,"

"Yead,

I

guess so."

said.

"About what?"

"What do you think? I really want to try and get things cleared up
If you go without talking about it, well probably never talk

before you go.
to

each other again."

"Maybe, maybe not That's just a chance we'll have
was a great deal of undisguised hostility in my voice.
"Well, I'm not going to take that chance," he replied.

say what

have

you

to take."

There

"I'm going to

want to listen, fine. I'll feel a lot better
"
knowing that I at least tried. And if you think that I'm
"Why, George?" I blurted out "What in the hell made you do it?"
George was shocked. I don't think he expected me to ask him that,
but I had to know.
"I don't know exactly," he started.
"I think it was a
combination of things. Mainly because of the life I was living. All of that
drinking, all of those parties
They were just getting to me.
I really
didn't have a future; I was flunking out of school, always getting into trouble
I

to say.

If

.

don't

.

—

.
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nith anyone and everyone.

They

back.
to get

a

didn't

little

know

I

I

could hear people talk about

could hear them, but

misty-eyed "They'd always say

I

did."

stuff like

me

behind

George was
There goes

my

starting
that kid

George Belkrey. He's never gonna amount to anything.' Stuff like that
really got to me. And you know, they were right I was getting nothing out
of life, just wasting away. I wanted to prove them wrong, but I just didn't
know how. It was like I was given this bottle of life and it -- it was - empty."
He sniffled a litde, wiped his nose with his bare hand, and hung
his head down. I was getting a little misty-eyed myself. George looked back
up, grinned through his red eyes, and said in the old smart-ass voice that I
"I have seeyun th' light/"
He sounded just like some
grew up with:
backwoods faith healer. Then he forced a chuckle, to which I responded with
a chuckle of my own, and we embraced each other, symbolizing an end to our
little

feud.

In the weeks since I'd been back home, I hadn't been to church once.
George and I settled our differences, but I was still in a state of shock.
It was as if my entire memory of the gang's times together had been
rewritten. My views of our past together had been completely reversed, and I
was pretty damned depressed. After all, a man is entitled to a memory of
what really happened in his "glory days"; his memory shouldn't be impeded
in any way. But mine had been, and I didn't know what to do.
Then a parcel came for me. It was from George. I tore into it and
discovered a bottle of Jim Beam whiskey and a drinking mug. Taped to the
bottle of whiskey was a small note. I unfolded the note and read it:

Sure,

Clark:
I thought you might need this.
Lord knows I
been feeling pretty crappy since you left, so I went
out and got a bottle of this stuff and got blitzed. It really
helped me readjust, and besides, it felt pretty good to do that
again after all these years. It won't happen again, though.

did. I've

I

know

you've never been drunk before, so do

once. Get shit-faced for the gang

.

.

.

it

just this

just this once.

Assistingly,

The Padre
PS:

Down

with celibacy and don't throw up on

the rug.

The old George wasn't completely dead after all.
That night, I took the whiskey, the mug, and a
gang into
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my

den.

I

asked

my

picture of the old

wife and kids to please not bother me;

I

said

I

had a

lot

of work to do.

I

later

confessed to

my

my* night-long

wife what

I

had done behind

"good old days"
and to the gang, a toast that, miraculously, helped me rediscover the past, and
reconcile myself to the way things are now. I also told my wife how J didn't
throw up once, or if I did, how I didn't remember it. Nor did I remember how
the picture came to be broken, but it was. I woke up the next morning and
stepped on some slivers of glass which had come from the shattered frame of
my old picture. I didn't think twice about dumping the frame into the
garbage, picture and all.
that locked door.

I

told her about

toast to the
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LOVE POEM
Moaned

the woefully lonely soul

in this his

most incomprehensibly

& agonizingly

unique (though not extraordinary)
lifelong saga of pathological pathos

(over in less than the blink of an eye),

"Why must

love be like

a candle
all at

with

once beckoning
promise of

its

passkxiflames

& poetry

and yetdamning,
because no one can ever
quite
find

the
perfect match?"

Andy Pena
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SISTER

MARGARITA

NenaLumler

"Do you think Jesus or your Grandpa Sheinfeld up in heaven would
approve of what you did today during mass? Do you think your behavior
was Christian? What will your mother, the poor soul, do? We may have to
get special dispensation for you to start First Confession a year early. Are
you proud of yourself? Young man, what do you have to say for yourself?"
I thought maybe I was going through minnowpause, except that was
for ladies and a lot older, too. But I was all hot and feverish-like and my
heart was beatin so hard I thought Sr. Margarita would take to me, seeing as
I had a condition, or at least was getting one. But she didn't She just kept
lookin meaner and meaner till finally she looked just like one of those people
in the movies who saws up people like me. I thought Td have to stand there
forever like they did, with that dopey look and with my mouth bobbin like a
float on a fishin pole. I thought I was gonna pee or throw up or faint, or
maybe all three, but instead I let out a monstrous loud yell and took off
running. Well,

I

did pee a

little.

Shane Donovan! " Her voice got louder with every name till
she sounded like Ma, and I just kept runnin and yellin till I grabbed the
handlebar of the merry-go-round and started to pull it around behind me t
yellin the whole time. I guess I was hopin it would fly off in space with me
on it, I dunno. My hands were hot and sweaty and only the rust on the bar
was keepin them from slidin off. The rust was diggin into my hands and
stinging something fierce. I threw myself on the floor of the merry-go-round
and got sand in my mouth from between the ridges of the floor. I stopped
yellin long enough to spit and see Sr. Margarita hitch up her habit and jump
on the merry-go-round even better than Billy Bob CLeary could. She went
for me but I ducked past her and we both just sorta went flyin off, at least till
we wiped out in the sand, rollin over and over each other till I got rolled up
in her habit and thought I might drown in black polyester. I knew then that
1 shoulda left her alone, she was too much nun for me.
I had gotten away
with plenty at St. Francis' Love His Little Creatures, but I should' ve left it at
tucking Sr. Mary Ignatius' habit into her drawers at the Halloween party.
They had threatened to send me to Mary Magdaline Show Them The Way - at
least that way I'd still been alive tomorrow. Sr. Margarita was unswaddling
me so as finally I could breathe. I was too wore out to try to escape her. I
just laid there and waited for her to come swoopin down on me, quotin God.
I figured she'd pick "Vengeance Is Mine" or "Suffer Little Children." I heard
a little giggle and then I heard a laugh - a big, happy laugh. I looked up and
"Patrick
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it

was Sr. Margarita. Her veil was half off and her curly black hair was wild
mine before Ma dippity-doed it. Her eyes were crinkled up from laughin

like

so hard and

I

realized she weren't so old as most nuns, or so ugly either.

I

had Crazy-glued her habit to the pew, and I told her so.
"I know, honey." We giggled and she held my hand. "Come on, we
can make it to the Nativity Pageant"
Things were crazy at the stage. Angela Fulpot was throwing up like
she did every year. Sr. Mary Ignatius pushed Sr. Margarita to the control
panel and threw me my head angel hospital gown. A camel hiney bumped
around looking for its front half. Sr. Angelica put on my flying halter and
hooked the guide wire to my drawers. I worked on my holy faced in Lisa
Wolensky's shiny wings while the play started. I grinned and felt might
proud that I had been head angel 3 times, ever since first grade when Eugene
Grime was supposed to be it but his mom wouldn't let him fly. I could feel
being head angel so much was starting to rub off. Then I saw a pair of
sunglasses and I had to put them on the camel as it was going onstage. All
suddenlike it was my turn to go up, so I lifted my head up and rolled my eyes
back and stuck my arms out in my very best holy look that had made me
head angel all 3 years. Yep. I was flyin over the stage, almost to the seats
part, when I could feel the guide wire slippin and I realized my drawers
weren't near where they was meant to be. Yep - that Sr. Margarita was way
too much nun for me.
felt real
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sorry

I

Flapjack John

A flapjack fancier named Welsh
Had

savorings he could not squelch.

Sour-cream drizzled and berried,
Marmaladed, syruped, and cherried

Those hotcakes unveiled a gourmandIn John of flapjacks so fond

Robert Strozier
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WINTER PANES
She gazes through narrow gloomy glass
panes greyed by winter sludge.

White as

plastic picnic plates,

the snowflakes stack

upon barren ground

into heaps,

cold clumps of pain.

Desolate and alone too,
the

naked cedar stands

locked into the earth by
roots,

webbed.

Flakes form and fade, like tears

beneath a pretty programmed mask.

One

carefully crafted flake catches

light

and melts;

squares of glass frame the picture
like

a photograph.

Popcorn powder swirling
circles

Warm,

softly,

still.

white, and gossamer, they

lie,

refracting prisms of gold
in

mounds of hush

to breathe

a fluting song.

Clouds, cold and grey, persuade
frozen flakes to cover

and seep between the

stolid cracks

of windows without wills.

Angry panes shrink
to

bury her inside.

Milly Butler
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A Holiday

At

Puzzle

the turn of the year,

as

How

we pause

to reflect

to polish ourselves

or to patch a defect,

Does

it

ever occur

that

For

all

and
Is

some

part of the

blame

our confusion
terrible

not ours at

aim

all?

But confirms the old rumor
That God has a rippingly
wry sense of humor.

Which could even

explain

the best riddle

Why a feast is
when a

I

know:

so fast

fast is so slow!

Roger Warlick
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If

you are

interested in

working on the 1988 Calliope

staff,

or in

submitting work for consideration in that edition, please contact Dr.

Raymond

Department of Languages, Literature, and
Calliope welcomes prose, poetry,
and non-fiction work in all fields, as well as photographs and sketches.
All pieces submitted must be the work of students, staff, or faculty
members of Armstrong State College. Work should be submitted by
the end of Fall Quarter for best chance of publication. Please be sure
that your name, phone number, and address accompany each

Richard

in

the

Dramatic Arts, 115-D, Gamble Hall.

submission.
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